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Dear Editor, 

Because controvevy over the coning Oliver titone movie is not going to end, because 

he has succeeded in misrepresenting the nature and substance of this controversy, as in 

Bernard Weinraub's 11/1 story, because I an responsible for this controversy, and so 

that the '-'-tme-can knows the truth and where, if it desires17t,.Z;;;73.1- can get accurate -

information, I write. 

The controversy is m-1 about the conclusions of the Warren Commission or whether or 

not JFK was the victim of a conspiracy, as I'll explain. First, after an apology, a little 

about me so you can 	whether you can depend on me. The Ames has in thlppast, as 

Peter Kihss, John Crewdson, Wendell Rawls and Martin Waldron did. The latter three spent 

censiderable time here, Mo also socially. Rd was to have visited Robert Uherrill and us 

the weekend he was sent to Florida on the kCffa-body story and that was followed by the 

fatal consequences of his illness. 
or- 

I am a 78-year old former investigative repprteY, Senate editor and investigation 

and jefatelligence analyst. I am the author of the first book on the. JFK assassination, 

Whitewash, olI six additional such books, and despite serious health impairments,obtained 

about a third of a million pages of official records by a series of FOIA lawsuits, some 

precedental and one leading to the amedding of the investigatory-files exemption in 1974. 

Since 1975 I an required not to stand still and to keep my legs elevated. TIs the 

typewriter is to the side. That and cracked fingertips, in part the consequence of one 

of the medications that keep me alive, account for my typos. 

Unlike the otherd writing and speaking about the political assassinations, I an not 

fid never have been a conspiracy theorist. my books are strictly factual, advancing no 

theories of any kind, and there is no significant error in any of them and very few that 

Brminor. 

I believe that FUIa does not give me any property rights but rather makes me surro-

gate for the people, copies of whose records I obtain. I make these records available to 

all writers - as Oliver Stone knows - although I know that almost all are conspiracy 

theorists and will writ:/what I do not agree with. 

Knowing this, and not having asked for acce4eto them or for copies of any, he 

nonetheless has said and received unquestioned acceptance for his deliberate lie, that 

all these records have been and will be sifpressed until at least 2039. At the same time 

he also boasts that he has drawn on "all" the information that has come to light since 

the Warren Report. 
441 

his record is clear: he has trouble telling the truth by ac cident. These are only 
4 
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a few of his almost non-stop lies clearly designed to make it appear that on one hand 

his research has been exhaustive and on the other that he is persecuted by the major 

media which he infers is working for the Cla and, in George Lardner's case, stated this 

unequivocally. 

The falsehood that he uses in his film all the inforuation that has come to light 

when in fact he has ignored all of it, leads to one of the real and basic causes of the 

criticism of him that I started. The other it that he bases his movie on the fraudulent 

and knowingly dishonest rewriting of his own history by Jim Garrison; in hisi On the 'frail 

of the Assassins. The original script makes a hero out of Garrison to such an extent 

and is based so completely on his book that it is impossible to rewrite that script 

to eliminate this. 

It also is impossible for Stone to withdraw his own repeated description of his 

movie as non-fiotion. He stated over and over again that his movie would record their 

"history" for the people and that it would tell them "who" killed their President, "why" 

and "how." 

When I learned that he was basing his movie on Garrison's book I wrote him at some 

length in full detai;,from personal knowledge that Garrison's book was a fraud and a 

travesty. I gave him some documentation and offered him more. That was on 2/0/91. He 

did not reply. He then had ample opportunity to do a new script. He did not. 

Then I was sent a copy of the script. I was aghast, it was that dishonest, that 

bad a script. 

Having known George Lardner for about 25 years and having been his source on in-

numerable stories,I invited him hert/i gave him the script and all the copies he wanted 

of my Garrison records. This and his personal knowledge from having co-Tiered Garrison 

when that story broke is the solid, factual basis of his completely accurate story. 

Parts of the script ma are so ridiculous that with Stone representation of his own 

allegedly exhaustive research, with his co-author Geoffrty Sklar having been editor on 

-Garrison's book and with Garrison having, read the script a number of times and told the 

Hew Orleans papers how fine and accurate a script it it, it still had two villains 
44-411 A4 a. 

holding David Perrie's head in a toilet when Ferrie was without a hair on his body from 

alooaecia totalis: 

I should confess my own failure to recognize Garrison for what he was, ani# egoman-

iacal fraud and poseur. 48 did most who wane critical of the Warren Report,I assumed that 

he had the case he charged in court and that his excessive public statements were fighting 

fire with fire because he was being interfered with by the executive agencies, as he said. 
My interest and my work in New Orleans were An Oswald, not in Shaw. I never discussed 

his Shaw case with him, which I now regret. I did learn more about Oswald but he had no in- 



terest in that. In retrospect I realize tAis should have alerted me to what he was up to. 
(4 / When I did realize this I believ9ithat the case should go to trial. And although I had 

agreed to be what he called his "Dealey Plaza expert" I was not. although from what he said 

the wines reported that I was sitting at the counsel table, in fact I was never in that 

courtroom and never even laid eyes on Shaw. 

IAgtead, after learning from them what their alleged card reall* was, I told his 

two main trial lawyers that they should lose the case, would and why. 

The Pest gave Stone an exceptional opportunity to correct the incredible statement 

he had asked it to publish in response to Lardner's article. His revised article was 

smoother and had some of the crude errors eliminated. It was still a monument to in- 

fidelity to fact; aka enhanced by his overt and g* lies. 

When it appeared I again wrote him at some length, pointing out his errors snd lies. 

This time I got a response. Not from him but from the woman who signed herself as 

his "research coordinator." It was a thinly-hidden attempt to bribe me. I declined and, 

that letter also is without response. 

Since then, when he jAd his coauthor had the gall to tell reporters that I was 

"helping" them, I've written him each tine and asked that he withdraw and not repeat 

this crude and to me defamatory lie'. 

He has not responded. 

If you would like copies of this correspondence I'll provide them. If you 
I have an question about my accuracy or dependability, I suggest you ask Lardner. If you 

do not have copies of what the Pos# published and would like Ithem,/You can also get 

them faxed by the Post and I suggest that the first will be more convenient if you ask 

for the version published in its weekly. In that form it is of but two pages.I can send 

you xeroxes of clippings from the Post and the Dallas and New Orleans papers, among others. 

In telling ',Atone in my February letter that Garrison's book is a self-justifying 
.,t lie from beginning to ends  I illusrated this with the most ludicrous of hipelf-glorifi-1 

vations, confirmed by the attached FBI report, and the most startling and potentially dan-

gerous, the latter because that lie was about me add because he knew I could be tempted 

to expose him. I was ill and didn't. 
d/ 	 dA 

It was about his reason for alleging that the CIA infAtrated,Boxley onto his 

to wreck his investigation and his reason for firing Jitil 15oxley, whOe had hired per-

sonally over vigorou Staff objections. As it turned out,when I got the script this fan-

tasy waa also central in it and for the same purposes. 

Garrison's petty fabrication was that when Huxley allegedly unexpectedly and for no 

putpose joined him in ulberquerque Garrison was offended that Baxley would squander Garp 

rison's meager funds and otdered him to return forthwith to New Orleans. 
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Bexley was not an assistant district attorney, as the script I read says. He was 

paid by private funds Garrison collected and used for various purposes that would not 

pass city inspection. 

The truth is that the day before Garrison sent his two detectives who were his 

drivers and bodyguards to ask me to accompany him to the airport. When we got there, in 

the Pink Panther actuality, Steve Bordelon and Lynn 4oisel both parked the car while I 

walked to the ticket counter wihh Garrison. 

"You have a ticket for me," he said, "My name is Robert levy." 

After a double-take, thafoot-six Garrison being the best-known man in the city, 

she gave him the ticket. We waited for the detectives and then the four of us walked to 

the gate, whe4 we chatted until the door was opened. 

"hold it, boss," one of thlhetectives laid. They said they wanted to check the plane 

out, They returned to report that all seemed safe and secure, he entered the plane and as 

soon as he was out of earshot they erupted into laughter. 

"We've got the boss fixed up," one of the., told me. "We told the hostess who he is 

and he'll get two steaks for supper." 

about 4 a.m. the motel operator had a call for me. It was from a former reporter, 

hary horgan,who then had as responsible and popular s talk-show as there was in San 

Francisco. I asked her to hold the call and got my tape recorder with a suction micro-

phone used to tape telephone interviews. Believing that he would not have gone to the 

time and trouble at that time of th9Caorning to reach me without what he regarded as 

important, I taped our conversation. 

He told me about a partly-confirmed plot to kill Garrison. He'd checked some of it 

with the police. 

I awakened Garrison's chief investigator, Louis loon, told him what I'd been told, 

he phoned several assistant liAs and we met them at the office. They listened to the tape 

and decided to send toxley, who carried a pistol and who they were glad to have away for 

a while, to ,irotect Garrison. 

Rather than packing Boxley back to New Orleans, as I learned later, Garrison took 

Baxley with him on a fund-raising trip to New-4)r- where they lived it lip for a week 

Or so. 

When a pyAkege was delivered to Garrison Boxley grabbed it, took it into the bathroom, 

filled the tub with water and held the package under water until the ,resumed bomb was 

ruined. When he then opened it 4t contained - a ruined book! 

In early 1968 two of Garrison's staff, worried about how he was going to cOmmemorate 

the coming fifth anniversary of the jFK assassination - by charging two men as assassins - 
ei 

asked my help. he had intended chwrging more "assassins" but had with difficulty been per- 

suaded to forget all but these two. 
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One was Robert Perrin, whose wife, Nancy had been a Warren Commission witness. a knew 

Perrin had killed himself, in New Orleans, en 1962, so on that basis alone he could not 

have been a 1963 assassin. 

The other was Edgar ugene Bradley, then west coast representative of the ultra-

right Cape hay preacher, Rev. Carl Hointire. The obi.y alleged reason for including Brad-

ley was that Garrison imagined he was one of three men etetograehed in Dealey Plaza a 

little more than an hour and a hell' after the shooting)in news photographs Garrison 

dubbed "The Tramp Pictues" because he imagined they were tramps. They were not tramps, 

although hone still inists they are and were involved. But before Garrison compromised 

on "Bradley" he and ()there led an incredible series of "identifications" that include 

E. Hoard Hunt, General Lansdale kin the script, disguised and not so named, an article 

of faith to.Fletcher Prouty, who knew him and is or was one of stone's "expert"advisers) 

and among many others a man they first called "Prenchy" for no reason at all and wound 

up describing him as eyndon Johnson's farm manager! 

Two pifessioeal investigators made independent investigations of those pictures for 

me, each yielding the identical result. The men were winos. They were drinking it up in 

a railroad boxcar where they were found about an hour and a half after the aesassination 

when the police checked the entire area out. 

The railroaditraceqare a block west of the scene of the crime, in front of the Texaa 

School Book Depository Building, and more than two blocks south of it, behind the Central 

hnnex post Office, hardly a point from which they could have done any of the shooting. 

Two policemen and a depute sheriff, taking them to dry out, took the only path possible, 
.sal" 

north on the tracks and off of them when therrossed the triple-underpass, when they 
A 

walked them past the TSB!). There thezy were photographed by the news photographers, who 

were taking pictures of everything that moved. 

Even pretending that these men were assassins was insane. Unarmed assassins? Not 

handcuffed? Tie officers without any pistol or revolver in hand? 

They were released when so4er, without chages being filed. Garrison and Stone in-

sist they were arrested and the rec9es destroyed. 

As recently as in hie Post Article Stone continued to insist on the fiction and that 

the men were hiding in a pasonger car behind the TSBD. No proof. He just states it. The ee 

source of this particular nonsense is a buff named red Neecomb. It is well known. 

Garrison, with his staff of professional police investigators, had not directed them 

to make any Perrin investigation. Ivon sent them out to obtain the evidence ; knew had to 

exist, the hospital records when Perrin poisoned himself, the hand-written morgue book, 

police reports, etc. I also examined what little of his work Boxley had put on paper. e 

generally reported verbally to Garrison, who made notes i could not hope to get and did 

not try to. 

Using a borrowed and broken portable I typed ye my investigative report and gave it 
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to Andrew Sciambra, the most junior of the assistant DAs and the one who spent most time 

with Garrison. 

My report begins quite explicitly in stating that Boxley just made up what Garrison 

had told him, what Garrison himself had made up with no reasonable suspicion that it was 

true. That there was no veasonable suspicion, however, doeyhot mean that Garrison hin-
_ 

self* did not believe his own inventions. I believe that at least to a large degree he 
believe 

really diu.4what he had dreamed up an for which he had no factual basis at all.) 

I was not present when Scianbra confronted Uarriaon with my investigative report 

and its attached documentation. They met at the New Urieahs Athletic club. Garrison used 

itlike his private office in the stupid, beli# ba that he was less subject to surveillance 

there. Beginning with the switchboard t1pugh which all calls went, the opposite is true. 

Sciambra was in great excitement when he picked me up to t4ke me to dinner cit was a 

Sunday) at his home. After lc iming, "Hal, you've done it!" he added that I'd saved 

Garrison from being disbarred. I presume he meant in a way I did not understand that 
Pir.-friat 

this would have related to theShaw case then on appeal/. 
4 

We both assumed that Garrison would blame Bexley and fire him. He went farther. In 
Je.‘freei 

his dress release, which I have, he attacked the CIA, claiming that ;Tee heeplanted Bexley 

on him to wreck hig ';Investigation" from the inside. He says this in his book, as Stone 

did in the acfipt I read. 

On either the next or the following day Garrison convened a lunch at the NOhe. Uf 
Ti rn 

his staff I remember that Sciambra)andfriock were there, as was the former sx FBI 
4 4  

black bag specialist,e'ill Turner. Garrison had a blackboard in there for his chalk talk 

in which, having drawn a rough outline of the United :states, he located some of the major 

conspirators"of whose guilt he was so convinced, without even claiming evidence to support 

his allegations. He put a man:  in the nortkest and indeVtified that as Boeing. In Califor-
1 

nia his "x" was for Lockheed. He also made marks he said were for a Boeing subsidiary in 

Hew Orleans, as I now recall the name, Michaud, and then there was another in the Georgia 

area of his map for Martin-Marietta. end this was only part of his theorized conspiracy. 

When Garrison's back was toward us as he made additional marks I remember than Jim 

mock made faces to me, reflectiahis incredulous reaction. 

Sheer idiocy, and just one of many examples of it as well as what 'tone and Sklar 

adopted unquestioningly and without any checking. 

With them and in the scpt #as well as the books Stone also bought the right to 

use 	Marrs' "Crossfire 0= not a matter of fact. It was a matter of belief and of 

belief only and the belief was based on nothing other than whim and desire. 

There are quite a feu official records that could have been used to make a case of 

a conspiracy but neither Garrison nor atone had any interest in fact or documentation. 

There was a considerable amount of evidence available in New Orleans, Garrison's 
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jurisdiction, leaving it without question that Oswald was not as utterly alone as the 

official story says. I believe there was more than I was able to authenticate. Garrison 

had no interest in it. It is not in these books or the nutty theories so Stone also had 

no interest in it. Because Garrison had Oswald charged as a conspirator this isparticu- 

larly odd m for a presecutor.(qUiptc 4j 	2  t7er4 wiz)  e. fl c  (610/14.41 

The script I have is based on the CIA intrusion concoction, with Garrison as the in-

corruptible hero. No matter what -changes stone made because of exposures, it is not 
)1,41 possible to make enough ehanges to eliminate this and -tbots. other rewritings of history. 

Stone would have had to junk the script based on wh:_ch he got Warner's 840 million and 

all those stars to whom he paid large sums for walk-on parts, thereafter trading on their 

names. 

Ho didn't. 

All his many public statements, many in attempted justification of it, leave it 

without question that he filmed from a script he knew beyond question was, in the words 

I used, waa i literary fraud and a travesty by a man who was in his book a knowing liar. 

In his public statements 'tone went e,;en further. He alleged not only that all the 

official records relating to the assassination were suppressed until at least the year 

2u39, he charged that Garrison had been denied access to the autopsy information and 

what relates to it, like the Oswald rifle. 

Of all the mart' lies by this pair, this is the most brazen. 

Garrison filed, suit for this evidence, won, and the4ebandoned the case as soon as  

he won it:(I was there as his expert.(uite a story in just this that I dap( not now go 

into. It was in Washington's Superior Courty before Judge Charles Halleck, and it should 

be in your morgue.) 

By now I hope it is clear that Garrison and Stone just mae 4, anythf.ng that at any 
tine seems to serve a purpose and will it into reality, lie deliberately, or both. 

There is nothing too palpably false for Stone.Or his "experts." 

What calls itself the assassination Igformation Center in Dallas was hired to be 

az.ong Stone's "exserts'). for 580,000, confirmed. It held a press conference to introduce  

A
! 
	 7  * icky White and present White's effort to commercialime the assassination by calling 

his father one of the assassi&A of JPK and as the assassin of Officer J.D. Tippih who, 

according to the Warren commission, was killed by Oswald. The most rudimentary checking 

made it immediately obvious that White%s story was totally false and in part plagiarized. 

The basic and completely impossible account of the Tippit killing he presented is a 

plagiarism from a novel, "Promises to Keep." My immediate exposure of this did nothing to 
40.7.4 5' 

deter Stone or his experts.tAs recently as two weeks ago Larry Howard of the alb inisted 

that White's is a truthful account, in a phone call to me.) Stone had spt.men to White 
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who had been flown to California for the consultation by the aIC. The plagiarized fiction 

is in the script. If Stone had had any authentic expert read the script, he would have 

known at the least that the account is,beyondquestion, false and impossible. 

Some way to record outObistory" for the people! 

When the AIC's Larry Howard phoned me (I suspect in an effort to entrap me for Stone 

but I cannot prove it) he boasted that he had paid Uarrs to write his book that is 

Stone's claimed second major source. 

Howard is an expert who boasts that he never read any of the books on the JFK 

assassination. Associated with hiM in the AIC is Gar: Shaw, who did write a book about 

imagined conspiracies. If I recall correctly, Howard was its coauthor. aaw, working 

with an investigator, Joe West,developed a theory they disclosed at a press conference, 

that Sam Giancana and John Roselli plus another mafin typed were the actual Grassy Knoll 

assassins. This fable was remembered by reporters at the ailU's press conference fur 4xXx 

Ricky White, whose assassination story is a diffeoent one. 

asked by a reporter how the o.10.  (read 6tone'; subject experts) seem to espouse two 

contradictory explanations of the one assassination, West reponded that both were true-

tat in fact there *ere two.) assassination teams on the one Grassy itnolt the same time! 

Even this did not disenchant Stone with those of his e4rts on his aablie movie 

that would record out "history" and tell the people "who" killed the (resident, )11; 

"how." Stone continued their relationship as he did when he later got my first letter. 

This relationship still existii, according to Howard in his phone call =w to me. 

He then basted to me that he had paid riarrs to write that book, both being inter-

ested in conspiracy theories. 625-pag
e 

AT44 Harrsrfirst words in his/compendium of nutty theories, none proven and vir- 
eLtio, 

wally all impossible on the 	"basis of established factA "lio not trust 'as this 
0 cc "ff, 

book." These are the only dependable words in his text. 

Probably intending that it be taken to refer to the Warren Repoet he has on his 

title page, The groat masses of the people will more easily fall victims to a groat 

lie than to a small one . . .-Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf", It is applicable to flans` book. 

Across the top of his cover is this unatributed quotation, " ... may be the final word — 
until 2039 when the gernment files on the case can be unlocked." 13Po /5 wit/U.14M .rOvr

 

Whether or not Larrs is Stone4 source, and both may have had the sane one, if both 

dmild know :pis false (I began acquiring my 250,000 pages of these "suppressed" records 

in 1966, when the Times also had access to some becauoe I remember driving your reporter, 

apple, from tqarehiies to your Washington bureau). It was never true. 

This alone says much about Stone's recording of our true history for the people and 

telling them who killed J?C, why and how. It also says much about what kind of "expert{' 
Aoo..oloi.okitoto 

and as he has also descabed them, "respectedrhe uses in Ais 



So also duo the ]cyst 11 pages in Marrs' book. He cribbed th4 idea and much of the 

AO-content from the paranoidal former Te,:as couotry weekly publisher; Penn cone but Urra 

Marrs made a slight change in what Jones called "mysterious deaths." Marrs says "convenient' 

deaths.9' 

Virtually none had any connection with the assassination and none took any secrets 
iat„a 

to the grave. *Most at died of natural causes, J. Mdgar hoover and title judge in the 

Ruby case. Many if not Lost do not esti even ap„Jear in the text. I quote a few examples 

intending_them more as a mean of evaluating what -'-tone is perpetrating than of Marrs' 

scam. ...oied and of what 6tone evaluates as relevant in his "history." 

Marrs says he does not know the cause of LIFE's C.D. Jackson's death but he lists 

it as sigmlicant because laFE bought the rights to the Zapruder film of the assassination. 

Another kind of conspiracy manifestation is what MaPrs sap about William Whaley, 

who had been a Commission witness. His importance is that he "droVe Oswald to Oak Cliff." 

What makes it significant? He was 	only only Dallas cab driver to die on duty," in a "motor 

concision." That is indeed how Whaley died but it can have significance only if the CIA 

and/ortother alleged conspirators employed U2 year old kamikaziejbecause that collision 

was caused by an En-year-old man driving the wrong wag on a divided highymy. 
. 

Still another category of conspiratorial a rg is another Warren Commission witness 

which Marrs does not say, and then a boy, as he also does not say, Phillip Geraci. Now 

Geract. did have connection with and re_evance to the investigations, but netm,as Marrs d4e.. 

illsayJile. He it-I-6-674-1s not mentioned in the text. 

According to H8=3 his relevance is "Friend of Perry Russo [who was Garrison's main 

witness against Shaw],told of Oswald/  4de Shaw conversation." 

In addition to there having been three Philip Geracia then in New Orleans, (14irts 

Marrs not indicating this, also bearing on the dependability of Stone's second most 
any 

important source is that fact that4eraci said nothing about that alleged Oswald/Shaw 

conversation. Garrison got that allef;ation from a drug addict, Vernon Bundy. 

What makes this alleged Geraci dea411 mysterious and of greater than average signi-

ficance is that he died of"electrocution." 

The relevant Philip Geraci was not electrocuted. His father was, non-conspiratorially, 

in an indrntrial accident for which he was resbonoible. 

Garrison was such a vigorous, no-nonsense prosecutor that he did nothing when the 

youngster ignored three grand jury subpoenas. However, when he was in Viet Nam I had 

no problem interviewing his parents and when he returned after his father's death he 

readily agree to the interview that at my  insistence was with his family lawyer present. 

Garrison, Stone and Marrs haven't the slightest notion of what tiey missed, too!i 

Pedhaps already longer than you'd like to take time for, this is but a peek at the 

to me gruesome, the sick and disgusting commercialisation and exploitation Stone is about 



to perpetrate on the trusting people, on our history and on reviewers,none of whom can 

have the knowledge required for a fair and independent evaluation. 

His production company is "Camif:?.ot." His movie title is !JFK" for a movie not about 

the Pteuident. Rearranging and reoainting the MED and having a strong fight against 

551annIll Dallas opposition to do it, getting considerable publicity for his professed deter-
mination to be completely faithful to fact. Even signing Garrison for a small part. and 

retitling the Warner fapberback of Garrison's book and making it ".31K," too. 

He really did con all those famous actors into bit, walk-on parts for attractively 

large sums and he did uue their names, the only need he had Per them. I have a letter he 

wrote in which he ecnOlt to validate what he is up to by asking if the recipient really 

thought 	t,and 	with7gii-07,000,00111evin Uostner) Ed Asner would have any- 
4 

thing at all to do with any remotely questionable production. 

I wish I were up to it. Aiat a book this and so much else like it, so very much on 

Garrison and his book and all the investigations Garrison should have made and didn't 

make could have yieled yielded and what those I did make4Yield, along with what is 
Ltatei 
,Apknown in all those FBI records I got under FOIA could make. It surely would bring 

little or entirely unknown aspects of our history to light! 

Aside from alerting 2tone in ray 0/91 letter that he would: be filming a fraud and 

travesty I warned him what he could le to his reputation; "... you have every right 
4j1 play flack Sennett' 

in a Keystpne ArCps Pink Panther, but ..." 
He then had plenty of time to either check out what I told him, which he did not do, 

not even by phsbning me, or to prepare a different script. I believe he saw still another 

Oscar and was so convinced he did not care. 

Parenthetically what kind of journalism professors do they have at Columbia when,as 

the editor on Garrison's book and as stone's coautheri herdid no checking at all? What a 

way to teach journalism, what a role model for future feporterst 

S erely 

Herold Weisberg 


